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Cutout Fighter 1.5 - Retro, Arcade, Paper Game - Free for Limited Time
Published on 04/24/12
Today Eligo Games introduces Cutout Fighter 1.5 for iOS, which is available for free
Limited Time. It is a Retro style game based on a fast-paced 2D fighter game engine
utilizing pixelated-style graphics with blood free paper effects and mini games inside of
it. Set in a world where everything, including the characters, is made out of paper,
players must fight their way through levels of opponents to reach, battle and destroy the
paper-consuming nemesis, The Black Hole.
Vilnius, Lithuania - Eligo Games today is pleased to introduce Cutout Fighter 1.5 for iOS,
which is available for free Limited Time. It is a Retro style game based on a fast-paced
2D fighter game engine utilizing pixelated-style graphics with blood free paper effects
and mini games inside of it. Set in a world where everything, including the characters, is
made out of paper, players must fight their way through levels of opponents to reach,
battle and destroy the paper-consuming nemesis, The Black Hole. With the survival of Paper
World on the line, players must cut, slash, tear and dissolve opponents, to reach the
powerful boss and win the game.
"Cutout Fighter is the 2D casual fighting game you've been waiting for," stated Eligo
Games' CEO Pavel Laurs. "Created for gamers by gamers, available free for a limited time
and injected with mini games, Cutout Fighter throws you into Paper World, where you'll
have to build your skill to feel free to leave."
Cutout Fighter's imaginative storyline blurs the line between game and reality. Set in
Pixel Universe's Paper World, in the depths of the Game Designer's mind, the peaceful
cutout paper inhabitants must battle a vengeful creature created and discarded by the Game
Designer. This creature, The Black Hole, wants to destroy all of the paper inhabitants of
Paper World. To save their world, the paper characters must fight other paper characters
to advance levels and to destroy the Black Hole.
Choosing from seven characters and seven battle settings, players battle with kicks,
punches, jumps, and specialized moves like cuts, tears, and dissolves, to defeat
opponents. Much more than a simple push button fighter, Cutout Fighter players have
special Paper Overdrive challenges, where they compete against the clock to employ
specialized fighting moves.
Timed Paper Overdrives are divided into four categories according to the type of damage
they inflict: Cut, Tear, Dissolve, and Cremate. In Cut Paper Overdrives, players must
accomplish tasks such as using finger swipes to trace slash lines and inflict damage on
competitors. In Tear Paper Overdrives, player tasks include trying to beat the clock in
tearing limbs from opponents using ropes and gears. In Dissolve Paper Overdrives, players
complete timed tasks such as filling test tubes with the correct potion formula to
dissolve an opponent. In the Cremate Paper Overdrive, players must construct a
flamethrower before time runs out, to incinerate their opponent.
With over 1,500 hand-drawn images, an 8-bit music soundtrack, and more than 200 sound
effects, Cutout Fighter is 2D gaming art. Cutout Fighter's cartoon characters feature
animated paper effects and avoid the bloody animation of many 2D Fighter games. Players
choose from seven characters, seven unique game locations, Tournament or Single Game play
mode, and three levels of difficulty in this highly customizable, fast and dynamic arcade
style game.
Cutout Fighter features many fun-to-unlock upgrades for characters and settings.
Upgradable characters have abilities that increase the game challenges and fun. Upgradable
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and standard game settings include Paper City, Hospital, Secret Garden, Dream World,
Savannah, Secret Base, and Beta Ground. Changeable settings and characters make this a
dynamic game that players will enjoy. Players may play a quick game for a few minutes or
an extended hours-long, skill-perfecting marathon.
Feature Highlights:
* Fast and fun game
* Retro, artistic pixelated graphics style
* Animated paper effects, instead of blood
* 1500+ hand-drawn, handcrafted images
* 200+ stunning sound effects
* Choose from 7 characters, including 2 secret characters
* 7 Paper World settings to choose from, including 2 secret
* Unleash 4 Deadly Paper Overdrives, killing opponent instantly
* Classic, arcade style fighting control system
* Choose from Single or Tournament game modes
* Customize with one of three levels of difficulty
* Game Center Achievements and Leader Boards via Apple's Game Center
Cutout Fighter offers players many options to customize the game. Players may choose
levels of difficulty from Lame, Wicked and Insane levels. Players may adjust the volume or
the music and sound effects independently, offering the chance to mute the background
music while boosting sound effect levels. Both Quick Game and Tournament Mode settings
offer the ability to customize the number of rounds and the length of each tournament,
with lengths ranging form 120 seconds to the unlimited infinity play.
Cutout Fighter features over twenty player achievement badges based on performance during
game play. Achievements include "I Did It!" a reward for successfully executing one Paper
Overdrive, "No Time to Stop," received for playing for at least five hours, and "Score
Grinder," an award for earning at least 100,000 points in Tournament Mode. Award badges
are kept in a player's Trophy list and include information, by percentage, of how close a
player is to receiving each badge.
Eligo Games has taken care to maintain the high quality and exquisite design for which
they, the creators of Gods of Nibiru, are known. Available on the iPhone, iPod touch, and
iPad platforms, Cutout Fighter can be found worldwide in the App Store. With upgradable
options, Cutout Fighter can be downloaded for free Limited Time. Players may earn
achievements and compare scores with friends and others via Apple's Game Center and
Leaderboards.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.1 or later
* 18.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Cutout Fighter 1.5 is free for a limited time and available worldwide exclusively through
the App Store in the Games category. Optional features and characters are available as
in-app purchases.
Eligo Games:
http://www.eligogames.com
Cutout Fighter 1.5:
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http://www.eligogames.com/cutout-fighter
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/cutout-fighter/id473661425
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTz7d3kr7uM
Screenshots:
http://www.eligogames.com/mdesign/cf/cf-ss.html
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/084/Purple/v4/fd/0e/f7/fd0ef733-5192-7657-95e9-cc3bb8322ed
8/mza_4359546591099677717.175x175-75.jpg

Based in Vilnius, Lithuania, Eligo Games was founded by Pavel Laurs in 2011. Eligo Games
is small independent game development studio comprised of a team of individuals who are
passionate about games. Eligo Games creates games that are innovative and fun to play.
Copyright (C) 2011-2012 Eligo Games. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other
trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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